Dell PowerProtect Data Manager
Next Generation Software Platform for Proven and Modern Cloud Data Protection.

Enable faster IT transformation

Gain confidence your data is protected and available

Modify VM workloads and conditions

Simple and flexible data protection

Secure your multi-cloud workloads

Self-Service Backup & Restore

Central IT Governance & Oversight

Solutions

Workloads

- DRaaS
- DR/SLA
- Workload protection for VMware & open hypervisors
- Kubernetes containers

Backup to the cloud

- Flexibly protect workloads in cloud

Multicloud optimized

- Flexibly protect workloads in cloud

Data Protection for Kubernetes

Discover

- Automatically discover unprotected Kubernetes deployments

Manage

- Centralized management for Kubernetes deployments

Protect

- Kubernetes protection for containers across networks and virtual machines

Restore

- Centralized management for Kubernetes deployments

Data Protection for VMware

Discover

- Automatically discover unprotected VMware & open hypervisor deployments

Manage

- Centralized management for VMware & open hypervisors

Protect

- Protect workloads on VMware & open hypervisors

Secure your multi-cloud workloads

VM backup protection without business disruption

- Simplify VM image backup for near zero impact to your VMs or VM resources

- Boost VM backup performance

- Reduce costs & simplify management

Cyber recovery

- Increase business resilience to rapidly recover from cyber incidents

Flexible consumption

- Simplify your experience to drive outcomes the way you want.

Experience faster IT transformation & operational simplicity

PowerProtect Data Manager

Dell.com/PowerProtectDataManager
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